Murray Irrigation

Working for a stronger Southern Riverina
Vision

A company known for a high performance, no-nonsense operational culture focused on delivering for our farmers, the
community and the environment and regarded as a trusted voice in the development of local and national water policy.

Foundations

Water Delivery

Water Security

Water Attraction/Retention

Operations

Brand

Delivering best-in-class water delivery services
to agriculture, government and the environment.

•

Measure of
success

V

Optimising yield on our water entitlements.
Optimise benefits of being above the Barmah
Choke
Fully utilise the Mulwala Canal and other assets
Continue to insist that the rigours that apply to the
management and compliance of productive water
be applied to those charged with the delivery of
operational and environmental water
Push for the pursuit of a more equitable north/
south balance
Fully leverage the resource management policy
Focused, disciplined government relations and
coordinated local, state and national advocacy

Transparent fees and prices structure
Accredited escape agreement value maximised
Control system delivering competitive
advantage (point of difference)
Asset management ensuring sustainability of AMRR
Risks & quality managed according to ISO standards
Maximise the value of the delivery entitlement
Fit for purpose workforce
Reliable accurate financial reporting
Sound corporate governance and compliance
Stable Board of Directors
Organisational culture aligned to achieving our vision

Zero fatalities and life altering injuries.
Financially sustainable over short and long
term. Delivery entitlement value increasing
(fees down and resource distribution up).

Attracting and retaining water for our region.

All water in the system being accounted for.
System wide losses being minimised.
Reliable season opening allocation.

•

Pursue an annual average productive water use
target of not less than 800GL
Develop initiatives and products to help aspiring
farmers to become established in the irrigation
sector
Support and seek out investors interested in the
region
Optimise the benefits and opportunities of the
WEX
Create a strategy/mechanism to retain water
entitlements that are at risk of leaving region
Establish MIL as a strong and valued brand within
the community

Local landholder water entitlement volume
increasing. Increasing net trade in of annual
water allocation.
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Wellbeing & Safety

Accountability

Teamwork

Embrace change

Respect

